In the early '60s Hughes and wife Jean Peters lived on a heavily guarded Rancho Santa Fe estate, dodging process servers and even forbidding the water-meter reader from coming onto the grounds.

How Howard Hughes Hobbed Con Air
By Nanglo Johnston

The next great opening will be their abandoning of the capsized ship, the Cap Anson, which has been wrecked at the bottom of the ocean. The ship, which was carrying 1,000 people, is now being abandoned by the U.S. Navy. The ship is being abandoned because the U.S. Navy is not able to rescue the people on board.

"I gotta start elbowing people out of the way, stepping on toes, tripping people."

Media Juggernaut Groets the Veep
By Gene Egan
Our bags and other paraphernalia were carried in by the0030s at the time, when they were being played by a few different actresses. The bag, in the center of the picture, is being carried by Jean Peters, who was also one of the actresses playing the role. The bag contains a few personal items, including a watch and a pair of sunglasses.

"The dogs come in on family visits. They'll hide it in their babies' diapers."

Elizabeth Plumps Up
By Arlene Overby
Efforts to keep her weight under control proved fruitless, but her figure has plumped up in recent years. She recently turned 30, and has decided to give up her demanding career of film acting and take a break from the spotlight. She has been spending more time at home, and has been seen walking her dogs in the neighborhood.

"Though that larger role for President Clinton was beyond his capability, the other roles certainly were not. He is a very good actor and has a great talent."
SINGLE?
Tired of the Bar Scene?

Discover Great Expectations... a wonderfully easy, unpressured alternative to the Bar Scene.

Being Single Never Looked So Good!
SAN DIEGO STEREO
San Diego's source for Quality & Service on...

- stereo and home entertainment systems, home theater, installation, parts & accessories, price & warranty

Professional Installation Department in Process

Furnished Location:

1400 Rosecrans St., San Diego, CA 92109

(619) 299-0222
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Don't just do it.

You need to make fitness a part of your lifestyle. It's fun and it's free! You feel better inside and you look great outside. But don't just do it. Do it right. Join Family Fitness today.
MR. SAN DIEGO
THE DECLINE OF A WESTERN TYCOON

Lettuce was the mythical horse in the brothel's Dapper Dan Show. And behind him, the
Buckeye, the Jackal, the modified Ten-Gallon JT.
Mr. San Diego, the tycoon of the
Bunker Hill district.

In the early 1950s, C.A. "Archie" Smith had
still not returned to the stockyards and instead
went to work for the company's new president,
Carlton "Dapper Dan" Smith. Smith was a
veteran of the company's sales force and
had been a key figure in the company's early
growth. Smith retired in 1955, leaving the
company in the hands of his son, C.A. "Archie" Smith.
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Archie Smith's love for the stockyards and his
father's service to the company had a profound
impact on his career. Smith's father had
been a key figure in the company's early
growth and had been a driving force behind
the expansion of the company's operations.
Smith was determined to continue his father's
tradition of excellence and dedication to the
company.
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MR. SAN DIEGO

When I was just a little boy, my father used to tell me stories about the city of San Diego. He was born and raised in San Diego, and he always loved to talk about the history of the city. One of his favorite stories was about a group of men who were trying to build a new stadium for the San Diego Padres. They were having a hard time raising the money they needed to complete the project, and my father said that he and his friends had to go out and sell tickets to raise the funds. He said that they worked very hard and finally managed to raise enough money to build the stadium. He said that it was a great accomplishment for the city of San Diego, and he was very proud of his friends for their hard work.

BOB PETERSON DID HIS DAMNEDEST TO SELL THE JACK IN THE BOX SYSTEM TO WESTGATE, AND I WISH TO HELL I'D TAKEN HIM UP.

I was always fascinated by my father's stories, and I used to love hearing about the adventures he had when he was younger. One story that he told me was about a group of men who were trying to build a new stadium for the San Diego Padres. They were having a hard time raising the money they needed to complete the project, and my father said that he and his friends had to go out and sell tickets to raise the funds. He said that they worked very hard and finally managed to raise enough money to build the stadium. He said that it was a great accomplishment for the city of San Diego, and he was very proud of his friends for their hard work.

Unfortunately, I was never able to convince my father to take me out and see the stadium when it was finally completed. He always said that he was too busy and that he didn't have the time. But I always wished I could have been there to see it with him.

MY SON TOLD ME ONE TIME WHEN WE WERE HAVING ONE OF OUR INTERNAL ARGUMENTS, HE SAID, "YOU KNOW, YOU'RE THE BIGGEST PROBLEM OF MY LIFE." I SAID, "I'LL CORRECT THAT VERY EASILY. I'LL JUST GO OUT AND LET YOU TAKE OVER."
MR. SAN DIEGO

There were two men and one woman who worked at the Quiki Oil Change station in San Diego. They were all friends and used to hang out together after work. One day, Mr. San Diego came into the station and the woman asked if he needed anything. He said he was hungry and asked if there was a good place to eat nearby. The men told him about a nearby restaurant that they all liked to go to called "The Clean Cut".

THEY HAD JUST CUT DOWN MY FRIEND JOHNNY ALESSIO FOR TAX Evasion, AND THE WORD WAS ON THE STREET THAT NOW THAT THEY HAD JOHNNY, THEY WERE GOING TO GET ME. I USED TO LAUGH LIKE HELL AND SAY, "WELL, GET ME FOR WHAT?"

I was a very successful businessman and had a large company. The police had been following me for a while, but they never had enough evidence to arrest me. I was always one step ahead of them. One day, I was driving to a meeting when I saw the police car behind me. I knew they were following me, so I drove as fast as I could to get away from them. The police car followed me for several miles until I reached a dead-end street. I turned around and drove back towards them. The police car followed me, but I was able to outmaneuver them and get away.

I flew to New York City and went into hiding. I didn't think they could find me there, but I was wrong. The police found me and arrested me. I was taken to jail and held for several days. The police had enough evidence to go to court and charge me with tax evasion. I was found guilty and sentenced to 5 years in prison.

I was very upset and decided to take matters into my own hands. I hired a private investigator to find out who was responsible for my arrest. The investigator found out that the police had planted evidence against me. I was released from prison and sued the police for malicious prosecution. The case went to court and I won. The police had to pay me a large sum of money for the damages they had caused me.

I learned that it's important to be careful and watch your back. I never knew how dangerous it could be to be a successful businessman. I was taught a lesson, but I won't let it stop me. I'm going to come back stronger and better than ever. I'll make sure that it never happens to me again.
Mr. San Diego

Helen had proposed a plan to take over Carol's Ranch. She told me she would straighten out Carol's affairs and then give the ranch back to her. But I don't think she really meant that.

CUSTOM LOGOS
277-1886
Silkscreening - Embroidery - Ad Specialties

T-SHIRTS $4.99
COFFEE MUGS $1.49
SWEATSHIRTS $9.95
WINDBREAKERS $13.95
NYLON SPORT BAGS $7.95
FACTORY DIRECT
MOBILE PRICING
FAST SHIP

EMBROIDERED CAPS $5.99
BASEBALL JACKETS $26.95
BASEBALL CAPS $1.99

NYLON SPORT BAGS $7.95
POLO SHIRTS $9.95

BICYCLE NETWORK
LOOKING FOR FUN? LOOK FOR UNIVEGA

Rover Sport
Alpina Sport

REMEMBER TO CHECK OUT OUR DYNAMIC ACCESSORY BUYS ON PAGE 129 LIKE...

Scott Cipollini
Aero Bar $29.99

Ritchey Bicycle Components

All bicycles come with lifetime guarantee. Single treadle or dual treadle. Bicycles, trailer, and accessories not included. Email, fax, or call for current pricing. No trade-in or discount. All sales subject to alterations and withdrawn at any time.
The Medieval Pleasures
of Zona Norte

The opening scene of the movie "Zona Norte" features a woman walking through a market. Her outfit is simple and modest, and she appears to be lost in thought as she navigates the bustling environment around her.

BY LAWRENCE OSBORNE

The idea of sitting at tables with cocktails while watching half-dressed boys and girls mime to Lizzi Minelli songs as they wade through a mass of dried ice is perhaps a concept of entertainment that has long died out elsewhere.

---

We now feature DISPOSABLE CONTACT LENSES
A healthier, simple and convenient system which promotes better eye health and clearer vision
$199 includes a 6-month supply of lenses, exam and follow-up care.

Daily Wear Contacts and
Single Vision Glasses $129

Soft Contact Lenses Daily Wear $109
Extended Wear $149

Dr. Marvin Weitzman, O.D. Inc.
250 Roosevelt Dr., Glen Cove, NY 11542
224-2973

Dr. Timothy Gilis, O.D.
Peleat Med. PC
267-5661

---

SOF'T CONTACTS 1-HOUR SERVICE

NO WAIT REPLACEMENTS

Spare Pair $40

DR. TED MECKLENBORG
566-4110
1161 Old Country Road
Glen Cove, NY 11542

---

Over 70% of our patients are referrals!

---

La bella, bella Charles J. La bella, bellezza di un professionale che non ha più un'etichetta. Il suo sorriso è un mormorio; la sua voce è un cantico. La bella, bella charles. La bella, bellezza di un professionale che non ha più un'etichetta. Il suo sorriso è un mormorio; la sua voce è un cantico. La bella, bella charles.
ALL NIKE
Activesewear in stock
20% OFF
Expires 4/20
50% OFF
Selected Items
Largest selection in San Diego of men’s & women’s activewear:
• Running
• Aerobics
• Dance apparel

Now in Pacific Beach
1752 Garnet Ave. • Pacific Beach 8 • 213.5122

CONTACT LENS
1-HOUR SERVICE
$79 complete
$99 complete
$159 complete
$199 complete

Includes: Lens exams. Contact lenses. No break in wear.

FRAMES $11
Prescription lenses starting at $79
Professional service • Quality lenses • Reasonable prices

Dr. John McDonald
5681 Clairmont Mesa Blvd.
San Diego, CA 92123
(619) 584-9277
(619) 272-2958
(619) 272-9277
(619) 272-2958

Furniture for the '90s...And Beyond!

California Convertible $279
Cal. Ad winters furn. (800) 333-9393

Be Beautiful For Easter

South Bay Bicycles
Super Duper Sale!
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TriStar Pictures invites you and a guest to a special advance screening of

THUNDERHEART

Tuesday, March 31, 8 pm
UA Glasshouse Theatres

FREE PASSES
To the first 50 people
to send a SELF-ADDRESSED STAMPS ENVELOPE for:
Thunderheart Contact
P.O. Box 55803
San Diego, CA 92186

Winners will be notified by mail: one entry per person.
WIN A NEW HOME
American Dream Sweepstakes

HURRY
Only 2 Weeks Left
Winnerspickers Ends April 28th

BELLEWOOD
Only 2 Weeks Left
Winnerspickers Ends April 28th

JEBSTON
Only 2 Weeks Left
Winnerspickers Ends April 28th

MONTEREY
Only 2 Weeks Left
Winnerspickers Ends April 28th

PROVING
Only 2 Weeks Left
Winnerspickers Ends April 28th

BELLEFLEUR
Only 2 Weeks Left
Winnerspickers Ends April 28th

AMHERST
Only 2 Weeks Left
Winnerspickers Ends April 28th

Reader's Guide To
LOCAL EVENTS

Ugly But Endangered
Who Will Save The Testy Peccary?

He is considered, by some, the world's most ugly creature. His American Fuzzy Lop (AFL) dinner guests, for example, once broke into tears over the sight of his face. But don't let his looks fool you. He is a gentle creature, who will literally die for his dinner guests, if he has to. He is the Testy Peccary, a creature that lives deep within the Amazon rainforest. And he needs to be saved. A couple of years ago, a group of ecologists set out on a mission to save the Testy Peccary. They found a small colony living in a remote area of the rainforest. The ecologists worked tirelessly to protect the Testy Peccary, but the damage had been done. The rainforest had been destroyed, and the Testy Peccary was on the brink of extinction. The ecologists knew they had to act fast. They set up a series of traps, hoping to catch a few of the Testy Peccaries and bring them to a safe location. But it was too late. The Testy Peccary was already disappearing. The ecologists were devastated. They had failed. But then, a plan was hatched. A group of wealthy individuals had heard about the plight of the Testy Peccary, and they decided to take action. They set up a foundation to save the Testy Peccary, and they began raising money to save the creatures. The money was used to buy land in the Amazon rainforest, and to build a sanctuary for the Testy Peccary. The sanctuary was designed to be a safe haven for the creatures, and to protect them from the dangers of the outside world. Today, the Testy Peccary is enjoying a new life in the sanctuary. The ecologists continue to monitor the creatures, and they are working hard to ensure their survival. But they know that the battle is not yet over. The Amazon rainforest is still under threat, and the Testy Peccary is still in danger. But for now, they can take comfort in knowing that the Testy Peccary is safe, and that they have fought for its survival. The Testy Peccary is a symbol of hope, a reminder that even the most ugly creatures can be saved, if we are willing to fight for them. So let us all come together, and let us work to save the Testy Peccary, and all other creatures that are in danger. Together, we can make a difference. Together, we can save the Testy Peccary.
Avante Vaudeville:
The Cursed Poet At The Human Lost And Found

By Ann and John Smelser

Avante Vaudeville, the OFF OFF BROADWAY company that has presented such musical events as the "Act of God," "Tales of the Nude," "The Cursed Poet At The Human Lost And Found" and "Hallelujah, The Weddingaele of Lawrence," presents a new musical event called "Avante Vaudeville: The Cursed Poet At The Human Lost And Found." The event is scheduled to run from April 10 to May 20, and will be performed at the "Theatre of the Emerging Unconscious," located at 37 East Houston Street.

New Traditionalists:
The Negro Spiritual Doesn't Stand Still

By Ann and John Smelser

The Negro Spiritual, a form of African American music that has been passed down through generations, is still evolving and expanding. The spirituals are not just a collection of traditional songs, but a form of music that has been influenced by various cultural and social movements. The spirituals have been a source of inspiration and empowerment for many African Americans, and continue to be so today.

Improv Delays

America's Original Comedy Showroom & Restaurant

Now appearing March 26-29

RICH HALL

Author of "Singles,"
appearances on the "Tonight Show" &
"Late Night with David Letterman"

Featuring
JOHNNY STEELE

832 GARNET AVENUE • PACIFIC BEACH • 483-4500
Now accepting credit card reservations.
832 GARNET AVENUE • PACIFIC BEACH • 483-4500

TUESDAY NITE OUT!
A One-Of-A-Kind Event... every Tuesday

LASEROCK FLASHBACK
Best of the '80s!

Listen to hits by R.E.M., U2, Oingo Boingo, and others who
were the dance hits of the decade! Also
watch the Led Zeppelin Laserama show while it's still here. Call
236-1164 for directions. Then, come
by Balboa Park tonight.

If you can't be in Hollywood on TUES NITE OUT, you
shouldn't have gone! It generates discounts and
tickets from over 100 participants. Tickets
are available at the door. Enjoy a unique
experience at this once-in-a-lifetime event.

PLUNGE VENETIAN!

A GREAT ESCAPE!

Laserama's wild new adventure!!

Best of the '80s!

Listen to hits by R.E.M., U2, Oingo Boingo, and others who
were the dance hits of the decade! Also
watch the Led Zeppelin Laserama show while it's still here. Call
236-1164 for directions. Then, come
by Balboa Park tonight.
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tickets from over 100 participants. Tickets
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experience at this once-in-a-lifetime event.
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LOCAL EVENTS

BAJA

OUTDOORS

DANCE

FILM

See America's Cup Action on 110 feet of Pure Luxury

The Sheraton Harbor Island is offering you to board the largest sailboat "Great White" for an unforgettable trip on the waters of the area. 

Prices: $600 for adults, $350 for children under 12. 

Sheraton Harbor Island
Call 296-2369

Black & White Ball

Magic Bookstore

Van Halen

U-2

BARRY COWAN, JR. 

R. E. M.

FILM

April 9, Wednesday at 1:00

The film "Ratisfaction" is a documentary about the military and its role in society. It covers topics such as the influence of the military on society and culture, and the role of the military in wars and conflicts.

See the film at the La Jolla Cinema on April 9. Tickets are available at the box office or online.

Discover the thrill of Indian whale watching.

Dinner & Limousine Special

Dinner at the Sheraton Harbor Island and a limousine ride to the La Jolla Symphony concert.

For reservations, call 296-2369.

Avana Yendtzic, Philadelphia, CA

The movie "Ratisfaction" is a documentary about the military and its role in society. It covers topics such as the influence of the military on society and culture, and the role of the military in wars and conflicts.

La Jolla Cinema

April 9, Wednesday at 1:00

The film "Ratisfaction" is a documentary about the military and its role in society. It covers topics such as the influence of the military on society and culture, and the role of the military in wars and conflicts.

See the film at the La Jolla Cinema on April 9. Tickets are available at the box office or online.

DINNER & LIMOUSINE SPECIAL

Dinner at the Sheraton Harbor Island and a limousine ride to the La Jolla Symphony concert.

For reservations, call 296-2369.
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"Sea" it with
America's Cup '92
$49

Available for Purchase On Board

Santa Catalina Island

Winter Special

SKATE NIGHT
ADULTS ONLY

$295-7000

CLIP ART
Sy Miller Productions Presents
BUNGEE JUMPING
$63

BUNGEE JUMPING

"Sea" it with
America's Cup '92

Available for Purchase On Board

Santa Catalina Island

Winter Special

SKATE NIGHT
ADULTS ONLY

$295-7000

CLIP ART
Sy Miller Productions Presents
BUNGEE JUMPING
$63

BUNGEE JUMPING

"Sea" it with
America's Cup '92

Available for Purchase On Board

Santa Catalina Island

Winter Special

SKATE NIGHT
ADULTS ONLY

$295-7000

CLIP ART
Sy Miller Productions Presents
BUNGEE JUMPING
$63

BUNGEE JUMPING

"Sea" it with
America's Cup '92

Available for Purchase On Board

Santa Catalina Island

Winter Special

SKATE NIGHT
ADULTS ONLY

$295-7000

CLIP ART
Sy Miller Productions Presents
BUNGEE JUMPING
$63

BUNGEE JUMPING
Middle-Age Crazy

REVIEW

Aبيد's review of a play titled "Middle-Age Crazy," notes that the play is a seductive comedy that explores the theme of having choices. The reviewer, whose name is not provided, expresses enthusiasm for the play, describing it as a "comedy that explores the theme of having choices." The reviewer also mentions that the play is "seductive" and "fun," and that it "works well as a comedy." The review concludes with the statement that the play "works well as a comedy."
"MESMERIZING... This is a beautifully conceived, directed, and executed play."

"ROBERT ZUKERMAN IS ASTONISHING."
-KTRB Radio

Blackman The 4th (415-393-9587)

The PUPPETMASTER

"A New Rightfully Thrilling Show!"
A New Puppet Show in the Tradition of "Samson & Delilah"
By Gilles Segal

Searching for the perfect sight? Call 544-1600
Great for all occasions! Birthdays, anniversaries, etc.
The Cup Runneth Over

REVIEW

The San Diego Museum of the Ancient Americas exhibition, "The Age of Sail," is an entertaining and educational introduction to the history of maritime construction, the art of shipbuilding, and the development of nautical culture. The exhibition features a variety of objects, including models, paintings, and artifacts that tell the story of the Age of Sail from the 15th to the 19th century.

The exhibition opens with a display of models of ships from different eras, including the galleons of the Spanish Armada, the tall ships of the Clipper Race, and the steamships of the Industrial Revolution. The models are accompanied by information about the construction and use of each type of ship.

Next, visitors can explore the art of shipbuilding, with exhibits on the tools and techniques used to construct ships of different sizes and periods. The exhibition also includes examples of shipbuilding models, as well as actual pieces of shipbuilding equipment.

The third section of the exhibition focuses on the development of nautical culture, with exhibits on the lives of sailors, the influence of nautical art, and the impact of shipbuilding on society. The exhibition includes examples of paintings and sculptures depicting scenes from the Age of Sail, as well as artifacts such as nautical maps and charts.

Overall, "The Age of Sail" is an engaging and informative exhibition that offers a glimpse into the world of shipbuilding and maritime history. Visitors of all ages will enjoy learning about the techniques used to construct ships, the stories of the sailors who sailed them, and the impact of nautical culture on society.

"The Age of Sail" is on display at the San Diego Museum of the Ancient Americas through June 30, 2018. For more information, visit the museum's website at sdma.org.
Eleanor Widmer now recommends restaurants by telephone day or night!

Sitting on Top of the World ... Again

**North Coastal**

**Romantic restaurants**

When the small minutes with a companion

- **Restaurants with a view**
- **Nautical settings**
- **High ceilings**

**Surf-and-sand restaurants**

- **Beach-side dining**
- **Open windows**
- **Sea views**

**Late-night restaurants**

- **Live music**
- **Outdoor seating**
- **Late-night specials**

**Bars and lounges**

- **Yappy hours**
- **Mocktails**
- **Lounge views**

**Special features**

- **Cocktail specials**
- **Weathered wood**
- **Local artists**

**Served to you**

- **Indulgent desserts**
- **Signature cocktails**
- **Leather furniture**

**SEASONS BY TYPE OF FOOD**

1. American Buffet & Family
2. Mexican
3. Seafood
4. Bar & Grill
5. Caribbean
6. Italian
7. German
8. Chinese
9. Southern
10. Thai
11. Adjoining restaurants
12. Buffet
13. Chinese
14. Mexican
15. American Buffet
16. Seafood
17. Italian
18. Mexican
19. Seafood
20. American Buffet
21. Mexican
22. Seafood
23. Italian
24. Mexican
25. Seafood
26. Italian
27. Mexican
28. Seafood
29. Italian
30. Mexican

**SEASONS BY AREA OF TOWN**

- **East**
- **West**
- **Central**

**SEASONS BY THE SEASON**

- **Summer**
- **Spring**
- **Fall**
- **Winter**

**SEASONS BY DAY OF WEEK**

- **Sunday**
- **Monday**
- **Tuesday**
- **Wednesday**
- **Thursday**
- **Friday**
- **Saturday**

**SEASONS BY MEAL TIME**

- **Breakfast**
- **Lunch**
- **Dinner**
- **Brunch**

**SEASONS BY DECORATIVE THEME**

- **Romantic**
- **Nautical**
- **Navy**

**SEASONS BY THE SEASON**

- **Spring**
- **Summer**
- **Fall**
- **Winter**

**SEASONS BY THE SEASON**

- **Spring**
- **Summer**
- **Fall**
- **Winter**
**CONCERTS**

- **ICE-T WITH BODYCOUNT**
  - Venue: The Whisky A Go Go
  - Date: March 26

- **CRESCENDO**
  - Venue: The Troubadour
  - Date: March 27

- **J. J. CALE & ROBYN STONE**
  - Venue: The Viper Room
  - Date: March 28

- **SUSAN TAYLOR & THE SAGA**
  - Venue: The Roxy
  - Date: March 29

- **THE KINKS**
  - Venue: The Casino Ballroom
  - Date: March 30

- **THE BAND OF GYPSIES**
  - Venue: The Rainbow Ballroom
  - Date: March 31

**THE MUSIC SCENE**

- **ICE-T WITH BODYCOUNT**
  - Venue: The Whisky A Go Go
  - Date: March 26

- **CRESCENDO**
  - Venue: The Troubadour
  - Date: March 27

- **J. J. CALE & ROBYN STONE**
  - Venue: The Viper Room
  - Date: March 28

- **SUSAN TAYLOR & THE SAGA**
  - Venue: The Roxy
  - Date: March 29

- **THE KINKS**
  - Venue: The Casino Ballroom
  - Date: March 30

- **THE BAND OF GYPSIES**
  - Venue: The Rainbow Ballroom
  - Date: March 31

**RUMOURS HAS IT!**

- **JEFFERSON STARSHIP**
  - Venue: The Troubadour
  - Date: March 26

**LIVE RHYTHM & BLUES NIGHTLY!**

- **LYNWOOD SLIM & JUNIOR WATSON**
  - Venue: Croc's Top Hat Bar & Grill
  - Date: March 26

**FLYING RODDINS**

- Venue: The El Cortez
  - Date: March 26

**THE REGULARS**

- Venue: The Key Club
  - Date: March 26

**2ND TUESDAY**

- Venue: The Comedy Store
  - Date: March 26

**THE BAND OF GYPSIES**

- Venue: The Rainbow Ballroom
  - Date: March 30

**FREE PARKING • FOR RESERVATIONS • (213) 444-2631**

- Location: 680 Gamet Ave., Pacific Beach

---

**Rumours happening at DIEGO's**

- **JEFFERSON STARSHIP**
  - Venue: The Troubadour
  - Date: March 26

**APRIL 2 & 3**

- **RUMOURS HAS IT!**
  - Venue: The Troubadour
  - Date: April 2

**APRIL 3 & 4**

- **RUMOURS HAS IT!**
  - Venue: The Troubadour
  - Date: April 3

**APRIL 5 & 6**

- **RUMOURS HAS IT!**
  - Venue: The Troubadour
  - Date: April 5

**APRIL 7 & 8**

- **RUMOURS HAS IT!**
  - Venue: The Troubadour
  - Date: April 7
MAKE A SHARP MOVE
positions open for the following:

CERTIFIED NURSING ASSISTANTS

Positions are available to perform the following duties in an acute care hospital setting:

- Patientassessment
- Personal care
- Medication administration
- Stoma care
- Delirium
- Nutritional support
- Health teaching
- Case management
- Wound care
- Post-op care
- Alzheimer's care
- Palliative care
- Pain management
- Quality improvement
- Discharge planning
- Other duties as assigned

Please apply in person:

Sharp Memorial Hospital Employment
7001 Foothill Blvd, San Diego, CA 92123

For Information call: 619-544-4444

Academic Positions

SAFARI TRAVEL & TOURS

We are now hiring college students for the 2023-2024 academic year. This is a great opportunity to travel the world and gain experience in the travel industry.

Responsibilities:

- Assisting with reservations and customer service
- Providing support to tour leaders
- Assisting with administrative tasks

Requirements:

- High school diploma or equivalent
- Strong organizational skills
- Excellent customer service skills
- Ability to work under pressure

If you are interested in this opportunity, please contact us at 619-555-1234.

Academic Positions

SOUTHEASTERN COLLEGE

We are now hiring full-time and part-time faculty for the following positions:

- Mathematics
- Science
- Business
- Humanities

Responsibilities:

- Teaching classes
- Advising students
- Participating in committee work

Requirements:

- Master's degree in the respective field
- Minimum of three years of teaching experience
- Strong interpersonal and communication skills

If you are interested in this opportunity, please contact us at 619-555-2345.

Academic Positions

COMPANY NAME

We are now hiring full-time and part-time faculty for the following positions:

- Nursing
- Allied Health
- Business
- Social Sciences

Responsibilities:

- Teaching classes
- Advising students
- Participating in committee work

Requirements:

- Bachelor's degree in the respective field
- Minimum of two years of teaching experience
- Strong interpersonal and communication skills

If you are interested in this opportunity, please contact us at 619-555-3456.

Academic Positions

ACADEMIC POSITIONS

We are now hiring full-time and part-time faculty for the following positions:

- English
- History
- Art
- Music

Responsibilities:

- Teaching classes
- Advising students
- Participating in committee work

Requirements:

- Bachelor's degree in the respective field
- Minimum of two years of teaching experience
- Strong interpersonal and communication skills

If you are interested in this opportunity, please contact us at 619-555-4567.

Academic Positions

Company Name

We are now hiring full-time and part-time faculty for the following positions:

- Science
- Math
- Humanities
- Business

Responsibilities:

- Teaching classes
- Advising students
- Participating in committee work

Requirements:

- Bachelor's degree in the respective field
- Minimum of two years of teaching experience
- Strong interpersonal and communication skills

If you are interested in this opportunity, please contact us at 619-555-5678.

Academic Positions

University Name

We are now hiring full-time and part-time faculty for the following positions:

- Economics
- Accounting
- Finance

Responsibilities:

- Teaching classes
- Advising students
- Participating in committee work

Requirements:

- Master's degree in the respective field
- Minimum of two years of teaching experience
- Strong interpersonal and communication skills

If you are interested in this opportunity, please contact us at 619-555-6789.

Academic Positions

Educational Institution

We are now hiring full-time and part-time faculty for the following positions:

- Social Sciences
- History
- Geography

Responsibilities:

- Teaching classes
- Advising students
- Participating in committee work

Requirements:

- Bachelor's degree in the respective field
- Minimum of two years of teaching experience
- Strong interpersonal and communication skills

If you are interested in this opportunity, please contact us at 619-555-7890.
Phone Matches Success Stories:
Alma Stone and Jerry Sleeper

Alma: He said, "Oh god, that's the one for me!" And I felt like I had come home.

Jerry: Whoever says that "love at first sight" doesn't exist, hasn't been there.

Alma: A friend of mine took me into placing my Phone Matches ad. That made me feel really good. I listened to everyone, but there was no way I could respond to them all.

Jerry: Then she heard mine.

Alma: His voice hooked me. It's true! Something in Jerry's voice just reached out and grabbed me.

Jerry: We spent six hours on the phone that first night. But came over the next night to desert.

Alma: I felt safe and comfortable doing it too.

Jerry: When Alma walked through the door, I said...

San Diego Reader Phone Matches
1-900-844-6282

Magazine, $1.99 first minute. From outside San Diego County call 1-900-844-2779 ($1.99/minute)
NOW IS THE TIME!
Quality entry-level mountain bikes from $199

We'll put you on the right bike for the right price.

Mountain & City Bikes
Kids Bikes
Road & Triathlon Bikes

BEING-FIT
NO INITIATION FEE
All our equipment with no contract.
You can't get a better bargain.

SPORTS AND HEALTH

CLEARANCE SALE AT
BICYCLES 'N' STUFF
ALL BICYCLES AND ACCESSORIES 30%-50% OFF

SAVING UP TO 60% OFF
ALL BICYCLES & ACCESSORIES

ACTION CYCLERY
THE SAVINGS PLACE
566-3341
'92 Rocky SE Hard Top
4x4 Widebody
MSRP $13,991
Dealer Discount $5,060
Sale Price $8,731

'92 Rodeo S
4x4 Widebody
Sale Price $11,399**

'92 Charade SE
2-door Hatchback
MSRP $7,791
Dealer Discount $3,000
Sale Price $4,999**

'91 Impulse XS
2-door Hatchback
MSRP $8,999**

'92 Rodeo 4x4
MSRP $11,992
Sale Price $14,999**

THE ALL NEW '92 TROOPER IN STOCK NOW

'92 Troopers
MSRP $32,410

'91 Stylus XS
MSRP $13,718
Sale Price $8,697**

'91 Amigo
2-door Hatchback
MSRP $18,999**
Sale Price $8,999**

KAERNY MESA DAIHATSU

MACAT VOLVO
Where Overhead Means Great Deals!

'92 240 DL
Wagon Means Safety
MSRP $16,395
Sale Price $20,888

'94 740 Automatic
Wagon Means Luxury
MSRP $23,073
Sale Price $23,073

USED CAR WINNERS

MACAT VOLVO
San Diego County's Fleet Buying Source
892 El Cajon Blvd.
In El Cajon off I-8

474-3573

DRIVE ON FRANK!

'92 TRACER 4-DOOR NOTCHBACK

'93 GRAND MARQUIS GS
'93 CAPRI CONVERTIBLE

KAERNY MESA ISUZU

KEN YAMA VOLUME BUYER \ 251 N National City Blvd.

474-5502

FRANK

'TOYOTA HUINDI

474-5502